
The micron5V RGBWpro module is an ideal solution for applications where it is required to change the color, 
iillumination of spatial letters with a very small depth, POS systems, furniture, and interior design elements. 
Thanks to the beam angle of 120 ° and very effective heat dissipation, even very shallow systems can be 
illuminated homogeneously from approx. 30 mm. Its additional advantage is the possibility of programming 
a single diode using the WS2813 protocol using an appropriate program and a digital controller. The  micron5V 
RGBWpro module is ideal for use in shop windows, elements for building lighting scenarios, dynamic lighting 
applications, and wherever it is required to control individual LED points in the module.
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Typical applications: letters made of Plexiglass | custom applications | RGBW projects
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TYPE: LED MODULE

RGBWpro
WS2813

wide angle 120°
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TECHNICAL DATA

Typ

Symbol

Color

Voltage [V DC]

Current [mA]

Power consumption [W]

Luminous flux [lm]

Light output  [lm/W]

Beam angle [°]

Degree of protection

Wavelength [μm]

Operating temperature  [°C]

LEDs

Max. Number of modules in series [pcs.]

Lifetime [h]

Warranty [mc]

Packing [pcs.]

micron12V-PY

Note:
Products that are designed for milled grooves, full acrylic letters, etc. are not suitable for potting in every case or in every combination.
It depends on the area of application, type of liquid, conditions, etc.
That is why we do not issue proof of suitability and there is still the customer’s risk of encapsulating with silicone, etc. the products.

Connection: GND - power supply minus 12V /  O - digital control signal from the microcontroller /
VCC - power plus supply 12V

RGBWpro W6K

M114430

RGB + white 6000K

5

48

0,24

-

-

120

IP20

λ R620 / G 520 / B 460 nm

-20 - +60

SMD5050IC

50

50.000

36

100

RGBWpro W3K

M114420

RGB + white 3000K

5

48

0,24

-

-

120

IP20

λ R620 / G 520 / B 460 nm

-20 - +60

SMD5050IC

50

50.000

36

100

APPLICATION EXAMPLE

Milled groove

Rear panel with pre-
assembled modules

Acrylic letter

Illumination of acrylic letters
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